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Ladies and Gentleman,

I am very pleased to be here today, to talk about the security of
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and 90s, and

.

fossil fuels

UK were the first to start a complex liberalisation process,

to the end consumer,

These liberalisations were based on the fact that the US and the

UK were self-sufficient in gas supply. So the existence of several

modelIn continental Europe, have imported thiswe
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The result is that our liberalisations did not quite achieve to

produce the desired Instead, theyeffect. are

multitude of small operators which are too small to make the

billion-euro .
ill networksnecessary investments and togas
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around 180 euro, but the January 2007 future is around 500 euro

demand. The us has responded

Starting with the Energy Bill, in the summer of 2005, the country

incentives for the development of non-gas-flfed power plants

(including coal, nuclear and renewable facilities) and encouraged

clear that, in the future, consumer countries will be locked in to
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Europe experiencedlast winter, marketgas

conditions. True, the consequences were modest. But time has

come to face the problems that the future holds. If we don't

address the structural problems which threaten the availability of

demand by 2012?

Look the expected growth ill demand. Making thefIrst at
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generation, and into declineaccount of internala

consumer.

time -among which we have also considered the construction of
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30 bcm of LNG should arrive in Europe

if consider the nationalmore thatwe markets are

connected.

bottleneck in the LNG chain.

located in difficult countries, where notdelays are
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What should we do if such an vent occurs?

gas can be delivered wherever it is needed.

demand, incentivesmanage foradequate energy

need balance environmental withtowe concerns
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Clearly,energy security as the two are mutually dependent.

Thank you for your attention
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